After more than 30 years of research and development, Animat continues to seek ways to improve
comfort and productivity by producing the highest quality rubber flooring that meets the specific
requirements of today’s livestock producers and all the technological advances in the industry
today. Animat brings a high quality product to the market. Precision manufacturing techniques
developed through years of research and development allows them to offer the producer the
perfect solution for their facility.

Animat Slat Rubber
Animat slat rubber is a proven key component for the success of your building designs. Animat
has the ability to cover any slat configuration with their expert drawing professionals and
their precision water jet. Their team can provide quick and easy solutions for covering existing
or new cattle confinement buildings with rubber flooring. The slatted rubber flooring is the
perfect solution for your cattle facilities. This solution has never been more straightforward.
Picture shows Animat Slat Rubber with Pebble Surface.

Maxgrip
The new Maxgrip has been designed specifically for slatted floor confinement facilities to
improve traction and increase overall cattle performance. The Maxgrip mat has been designed
to accomplish these goals and maintain the level of comfort that Animat provides for
maximum performance of your cattle.
Picture shows the design and texture of the Maxgrip mat.

The maxgrip solid design improves traction in the working facilities. These mats can be custom
cut to fit all areas; sorting pens, bud boxes, alleys, chutes and exit lanes. The Maxgrip solid will
improve animal footing in all areas of your working facility.
Picture shows the Maxgrip design on a cattle slat mat.

Slatlock
Animat’s superior fastening system is designed for longevity and simplicity. Installation is
precise with drawings completed for every slat that Animat covers. No trimming or fitting on
the job site. Animat’s slats are manufactured to minimize waste and reduce work for installation.
Picture shows how the Slatlock system is assembled.

Warranty Statement: Products available through Summit Livestock Facilities are warranted by the
original manufacturer. Summit Livestock Facilities offers no additional warranty on these products.
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